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Abstract—An online adaptive learning approach based on
costate function approximation is developed to solve an optimal
control problem in real time. The proposed approach tackles
the main concerns associated with the classical Dual Heuristic
Dynamic Programming techniques in uncertain dynamical en-
vironments. It employs a policy iteration paradigm along with
adaptive critics to implement the adaptive learning solution. The
resultant framework does not need or require prior knowledge
of the system dynamics, which makes it suitable for systems with
high modeling uncertainties. As a proof of concept, the suggested
structure is applied for the auto-pilot control of a flexible wing
aircraft with unknown dynamics which are continuously varying
at each trim speed condition. Numerical simulations showed that
the adaptive control technique was able to learn the system’s
dynamics and regulate its states as desired in a relatively short
time.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dual Heuristic Dynamic Programming approaches em-
ploy costate function approximations to solve the Dynamic
Programming problems [1]–[4]. The challenges associated
with these approaches involve the necessity to know the drift
dynamics of the considered systems. This work introduces an
online reinforcement learning solution based on the costate
function approximation. This approach does not need the drift
dynamics of the systems and it is suitable to control systems
that cannot be accurately modeled or identified. It is used to
solve the challenging control problem of the flexible wing
aircraft, where the aerodynamic model of the flexible wing
varies continuously (i.e. the drift dynamics are hard to model).

The optimal control problems are formulated as decision
processes in the framework of Artificial Intelligence. Dynamic
Programming approaches are used to solve the optimal control
problems in [1]–[5]. Approximate Dynamic Programming
(ADP) approaches are used to find approximate solutions
for the Dynamic Programming problems in [2], [5], [6].
These approaches combine knowledge from Dynamic Pro-
gramming, Reinforcement Learning (RL), and Adaptive Crit-
ics [2]–[8]. ADP approaches are used in the cooperative con-
trol, computational intelligence, decision making, and applied
mathematics [9], [10]. Approximate dynamic Programming
(ADP) techniques are developed to solve the optimal control
problems online in [2] and offline in [11]. Reinforcement
Learning (RL) approaches use different learning processes in

dynamic environments [12]. These involve two-step techniques
known as Value Iteration (VI) and Policy Iteration (PI) [6].
The Reinforcement Learning solutions are implemented using
actor-critic neural networks [6]. Actor-critic neural networks
are some forms of Temporal Difference (TD) methods with
separate learning structures [13]. The actor approximates the
optimal decision and applies it to the dynamic environment and
then the quality of this decision is assessed and approximated
using a critic structure [6]. Following this assessment, the
actor and critic weights are updated [12], [13]. The adaptive
critics are used to solve the optimal control problem in real-
time in [14]. The optimal control problem finds the necessity
optimality conditions and hence the optimal strategies [15].
Reinforcement Learning is used to solve the synchronization
control problem online in [16]–[18].

The weight-shift control problem of the flexible wing air-
craft depends on the dynamic coupling between the pilot
system and the wing system, when the pilot system changes
its center of gravity relative to the wing’s center of gravity,
this creates a pitch/roll control system that uses that shift
in the centers of gravity [19]. The observable stability and
control features of the flexible wing aircraft are studied using
the longitudinal static stability concepts of the conventional
aeroplane in [20], [21]. The lateral directional stability margins
of the flexible wing aircraft are explained and shown to be
larger compared to the conventional aeroplane [19].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 demonstrates
the formulation of the optimal control problem. Section 3
discusses the challenges associated with implementing the
classical Dual Heuristic Programming solutions. Section 4 in-
troduces the proposed adaptive learning solution along with its
implementation using the adaptive critics. Section 5 highlights
the challenging weight-shift control problem of the flexible
wing aircraft along with the simulation results.

II. THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

This section highlights the formulation of the optimal con-
trol problem for dynamical systems. The optimality conditions
are found using the classical Bellman and Hamiltonian dy-
namics. This mathematical framework is used to motivate the
hence-coming reinforcement learning solution.



A. Bellman Equation Formulation
The dynamical equation of the system is given by

X`+1 = AX` +B u`, (1)

where X` ∈ Rn and u` ∈ Rm are the states and the control
signals respectively, A and B are the drift and the control input
matrices respectively, and ` is the time-index.

A quadratic performance index P is introduced to assess
the quality of the taken control actions such that

P =

∞∑
`=0

U(X`, u`), (2)

where U is the cost function and it is given by

U(X`, u`) =
1

2

(
XT

` QX` + uT` Ru`
)
, (3)

with Q ≥ 0 ∈ Rn×n and R > 0 ∈ Rm×m being symmetric
weighting matrices.

Let the value function S(X`) be the solution of (2) so that

S(X`) =

∞∑
i=`

U(Xi, ui). (4)

This yields the following Bellman equation

S(X`) =
1

2

(
XT

` QX` + uT` Ru`
)

+ S(X`+1). (5)

The goal of the optimization problem is to find the optimal
value function So(X`) and the optimal policy uo` to minimize
the cost-to-go function (4) or (5). The Bellman’s optimality
principles yield

So(X`) = argminS(X`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
u`

. (6)

Thus, the optimal control policy uo` is given by

uo` = −R−1BT ∇So(X`+1), (7)

where ∇So(X`) = ∂So(X`)/∂X`.

B. Hamiltonian Dynamics
The necessity optimal conditions are derived using means of

Lagrange dynamics [15]. The optimization problem generates
an optimal set of control actions which minimizes the cost-to-
go function (4).

The constraint of the optimization problem Ψ(X`, µ`) given
arbitrary policy µ` is the system’s trajectory at each time-index
` such that

X(`+1) ≡ Ψ (X`, µ`). (8)

This constraint is associated with a Lagrange multiplier or a
costate variable θ`+1. Thus, an augmented performance index
for the dynamical system (1) on the time interval [`, L] is
defined so that [15]

P
′

= Φ(L,XL) +
L−1∑
k=l

U(Xk, µk) = Φ(L,XL)

+

L−1∑
k=l

(
U(Xk, µk) + θTk+1(Ψ(Xk, µk)−X(k+1))

)
, (9)

where Φ(L,XL) is the boundary function at the final time L.
The Hamiltonian for the dynamical system (1) is given by

H(Xk, θ(k+1), µk) = θT(k+1)X(k+1) + U(Xk, µk). (10)

The performance P
′

can be rearranged such that

P
′

= Φ(L,XL)− θTLXL +H(Xl, θ(l+1), µl)

+

L−1∑
k=l+1

(
H(Xk, θ(k+1), µk)− θTkXk

)
. (11)

The augmented variations in P
′

are given by

∂P
′

=

(
∂Φ(L,XL)/∂XL − θL

)T

∂XL

+
(
∂H
(
Xl, θ(l+1), µl

)
/∂Xl

)T
∂Xl

+
(
∂H
(
Xl, θ(`+1), µ`

)
/∂µ`

)T
∂µ` (12)

+
L−1∑

k=l+1

((
∂H
(
Xk, θ(k+1), µk

)
/∂Xk − θk

)T

∂Xk

+
(
∂H
(
Xk, θ(k+1), µk

)
/∂µk

)T
∂µk

)

+

L∑
k=l+1

(
∂H
(
X(k−1), θk, µ(k−1)

)
/∂θk −Xk

)T

∂θk,

where ∂X, ∂µ, and ∂θ are the variations in the states, control
inputs, and costate variable respectively.

The constrained minimum conditions yield

X(`+1) = ∂H
(
X`, θ(`+1), u`

)
/∂θ(`+1), (13)

θ` = ∂H
(
X`, θ(`+1), u`

)
/∂X`, (14)

∂H
(
X`, θ(`+1), u`

)
/∂u` = 0. (15)

Equation (14) shows the coupled dynamical behavior of the
Lagrange multiplier θk and the dynamics X(k+1) leading to
the costate equation. The stationarity condition is determined
by (15). Thus, the optimal policy is given by

uo = −R−1BT θ`+1, (16)

The associated boundary conditions are given by(
∂H
(
X`, θ(`+1), u`

)
/∂X`

)T
∂X` = 0,

(∂Φ(L,XL)/∂XL − θL)
T
∂XL = 0. (17)

The first boundary condition holds as the initial conditions are
fixed. On the other hand, for free-final state XL, the following
condition needs to be satisfied

θL = ∂Φ(L,XL)/∂XL. (18)

The conditions (13), (14), and (15) are used to propose the RL
solution framework as will be explained in the next section.



III. DUAL HEURISTIC PROGRAMMING: CHALLENGES

The relation between the Hamiltonian function (10) and
Bellman equation (5) is of great importance to develop Re-
inforcement Learning solutions based on the costate function
approximations. This section highlights the challenges asso-
ciated with implementing the Dual Heuristic Programming
(DHP) solutions which use value function approximations.

A. Hamilton-Jacobi Equation

The Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation relates the Hamiltonian
function (10) and Bellman equation (5) such that

S(X`)−S(X`+1) = H(X`, θ(`+1), µ`)− θT(`+1)X(`+1), (19)

where the costate variable θ` is given in terms of the value
function S(X`) such that θ` = ∂S(X`)/∂X`.

Using the optimal action (16) or equivalently (7) yields the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation such that

H(X`, θ(`+1), u
o
`) = 0. (20)

Thus, the costate equation expressions based on Bellman
equation and the Hamiltonian function are given as follows

θ` = ATθ`+1 +QX`,

∇S(X`) = AT∇S(X`+1) +QX`. (21)

B. RL Solutions Using the Costate Equations

The costate equations (21) are equivalent as implied by
the Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation (19) and the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation (20). Reinforcement Learning
solutions based on the costate equations (21) are implemented
using value and policy iteration techniques listed in Algo-
rithms 1 and 2, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Online Value Iteration Solution (DHP)

1) Initialization: costate ∇S0(X`) and the action µ0
k.

2) Evaluation: ∇Sr+1(..)

∇Sr+1(X`) = QXr
` +AT∇Sr(X`+1), (22)

where r is the iteration index.
3) Improving The Policy:

µr+1
` = −R−1BT∇Sr+1(X`+1). (23)

4) Termination Criteria: ‖∇Sr+1(..)−∇Sr(..)‖ ≤ ε, ε
is a user defined error threshold.

Algorithm 2: Online Policy Iteration Solution

1) Initialization: costate ∇S0(X`) and use admissible
action µ0

k.
2) Evaluation: ∇Sr(..)

∇Sr(X`) = QXr
` +AT∇Sr(X`+1), (24)

3) Improving The Policy:

µr+1
` = −R−1BT∇Sr(X`+1). (25)

4) Termination Criteria: ‖∇Sr+1(..)−∇Sr(..)‖ ≤ ε.

Algorithms 1 and 2 suffer from two main drawbacks. First,
the costate equations (22) and (24) depend on the drift dynam-
ics of the system. This means that, the states of the dynamical
system need to be physically accessible or identifiable, which
may not be possible in some cases, especially with systems of
model uncertainties. Second, it is difficult to evaluate Sr using
Algorithm 2. This motivates the hence-coming development
that will handle these two main drawbacks.

IV. COSTATE VARIABLE APPROXIMATION

The following development motivates the solution of the
costate equations or equivalently the costate variable using
means of policy iteration without knowing the full dynamics
of the system. Indeed, the drift dynamics are not required. The
proposed real-time solution uses the HJB equation (20) and it
is implemented using means of adaptive critics.

A. Novel Policy Iteration Costate Solution

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) expression (20) is used
to propose an alternative solution as follows

Algorithm 3: Online Policy Iteration Solution

1) Initialization: costate ∇S0(X`) and use admissible
action µ0

k.
2) Evaluation: ∇Sr(..)

∇SrT(X(k+1))X
r
(`+1) = − 1

2
U(Xr

` , µ
r
`), (26)

3) Improving The Policy:

µr+1
` = −R−1BT∇Sr(X`+1). (27)

4) Termination Criteria: ‖∇Sr+1(..)−∇Sr(..)‖ ≤ ε.
This formulation for the costate variable’s approxima-

tion enables the use of policy iteration, where the term
∇SrT(X(k+1))X

r
(`+1) is approximated using means of actor-

critic neural networks. Moreover, as per (26), the evaluation of
the costate function does not need the drift dynamics, which
makes Algorithm 3 more effective than Algorithms 1 and 2.

B. Actor-Critic Neural Networks Implementation

The policy iteration Algorithm 3 operates in a dynamic envi-
ronment, where the system learns the optimal value function
So(X`) and the optimal policy µo

` in real-time. The actor-
critic neural networks are used to implement the solution
in real-time. The critic neural network structure is used to
approximate the costate variable ∇S(..). The actor neural
structure is used to approximate the optimal control policy
(27). The critic component assesses the quality of the taken
actions in a dynamic environment.

The value function S(X`) is parameterized by some weight
matrix ωc such that

Ŝ(.|ωc) =
1

2
XT

` ω
T
c X`.

Thus, the gradient ∇Sr(. . . ) is approximated by

∇Ŝ(.|ωc) = ωT
c X`.



The action is also parameterized by some weight vector ωa so
that it can be approximated by an actor structure, such that

µ̂ = ωT
a X`.

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation (20) relates the
costate approximation to its target value such that

−ω̄T
c X̄(`+1) =

1

2
(XT

` QX` + µ̂T
` Rµ̂`), (28)

where ω̄c and X̄`+1 are the vector transformations of the
critic weights matrix ωc and its associated states’ vector X`

respectively. The entries of the vector ω̄c are the upper-triangle
elements of the matrix ωc and the entries of the vector X̄`+1

are the self and cross product of the entries in the states’ vector
X̄` in the same order which the weights in ω̄c are listed.

Similarly, the optimal control policy relates the action
approximation to its target value such that

µ̂` = −R−1BT∇Ŝ(X`+1). (29)

The actor and the critic weights are tuned using the following
gradient descent approach

ω(r+1)T
a = ωrT

a −ρa
((
−R−1BT∇Ŝ(Xr

`+1)
)
− ωrT

a Xr
`

)
XrT

` ,

(30)

ω̄(r+1)T
c = ω̄rT

c − ρc
(
=
(
−1

2
(XrT

` QXr
` + µ̂rT

` Rµ̂r
`)

)
− ω̄rT

c =
(
X̄r

(`+1)

))
=
(
X̄rT

(`+1)

)
, (31)

where =(..) is an operator that concatenates n × (n + 1)/2
terms of the lower (or upper) triangular part of its associated
symmetric matrix. ρa and ρc are the actor and critic learning
rates, respectively.

The actor-critic neural network implementation is outlined
in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Actor-Critic Implementation

1) Initialize the actor and critic weights ω0
a andω

0
c .

2) Outer loop ( ` iterations)
a) Initialize the states X0

0 .
Inner loop ( r iterations)
• Update the critic weights ωr

c = ω`
c.

• Evaluate Xr
(`+1) and µ̂r using (1) and (29).

End Inner Loop when r = n× (n+ 1)/2.
b) Update the actor and critic weights using (30) and

(31).
3) End outer loop when

∥∥∥Ŝ`+1(. . . )− Ŝ`(. . . )
∥∥∥ ≤ ε.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The developed algorithm is tested on the challenging prob-
lem of controlling a flexible wing aircraft. The high non-
linearity and the continuous deformations in the wing make
the control problem of the aircraft difficult to solve using the
classical DHP approaches. This is due to the lack of rigorous
dynamical models for the flexible wing aircraft. Herein, a
model based on experimental and theoretical setups is used to
validate the performance of the proposed approach at a trim
speed condition [19], [22].

A. Flexible Wing Aircraft Dynamics

The aircraft is a two-body (pilot-wing) system with kine-
matic constraints [19]. The pilot controls the longitudinal and
lateral motions by steering the aircraft’s force bar. This creates
a relative motion between the wing’s and the pilot’s centers
of gravity, which drives the aircraft. The side and top views
for the aircraft’s moving frames are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Longitudinal and Lateral Geometry.

The control problem is divided into two decoupled control
problems (longitudinal and lateral control problems). The shift
in the center of the gravity is achieved by controlling the
longitudinal angle δ and the lateral angle η as shown in Figure
1. The longitudinal control angle δ (is the angle between the
hang strap and a line parallel to OwZw at the hang point in the
longitudinal frame). The lateral control angle η (is the angle
between the hang strap and a line parallel to OwZw at the
hang point in the lateral frame).

In the sequel, the linearized small perturbation equations
of a semi-experimental study are considered to create the
system’s measurements (i.e. the values of X`) [19], [22]. The
longitudinal and lateral dynamics are expressed as follows

XLo
(`+1) = ALo

d XLo
` +BLo

d µLo
` ,

XLa
(`+1) = ALa

d XLa
` +BLa

d µLa
` , (32)

where the longitudinal and lateral states are
XLo =

[
uTw wT

w qTw θTw
]T

and XLa =[
vTw pTw rTw φTw ψT

w

]T
respectively. The wing’s

attitude angles (roll, pitch, and yaw) are denoted by
φw, θw, and ψw respectively. The rotational velocities
of the wing (roll, pitch, and yaw rates) are denoted by
pw, qw, and rw respectively. The transnational velocities of
the wing (forward, lateral, and normal velocities) are denoted
by uw, vw, and ww respectively. The longitudinal and lateral



control input signals are denoted by µLo = δ and µLa = η
respectively. ALo

d , ALa
d , BLo

d , BLa
d are the longitudinal and

lateral drift and control input matrices respectively.
The drift and control input matrices are given as follows

ALo
d =

 0.9982 0.0065 0.0012 −0.0971
−0.0139 0.9774 0.1055 0.0136
0.0027 −0.0043 0.9858 −0.0002
0.0000 −0.0000 0.0099 1.0000

 ,

ALa
d =


0.9977 −0.0028 −0.1069 0.0971 −0.0131
−0.0131 0.8092 0.0677 −0.0007 0.0001
0.0026 0.0332 0.9802 0.0001 −0.0000
−0.0001 0.0090 0.0004 1.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0002 0.0099 0.0000 1.0000

 ,

BLo
d =

 0.0000
0.0040
0.0741
0.0004

 , BLa
d =


0.0002
0.0324
−0.0036
0.0002
−0.0000

 .
B. Simulation Results

The proposed algorithm is used to design an online con-
troller for a flexible wing aircraft. The adaptive learning
paradigm in Algorithm 4 is adopted to control the longitudinal
and lateral motions of the system described by (32). The
algorithm decides on the optimal control strategy and its
respective optimal value function in real-time. This is realized
using the actor-critic neural network approximations through
a gradient descent tuning approach.

The simulation outcomes involve the actor-critic tuning pro-
cess, evaluation of the aircraft’s asymptotic stability, and the
evolution of the closed-loop eigenvalues during the learning
process. These performance measures assess the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.

The learning and simulation parameters are: ρa = ρc =
0.01, Q = I2×2, R = 0.1, ε = 10−12 and sampling time Ts =
0.01. The initial states for the lateral and longitudinal motions
are given by XLa

0 =
[

3, 2, 0.1571, 0.1571, 0.1571
]

and XLo
0 =

[
2, 1, 0.1571, 0.1571

]
, respectively.

The online tuning of the actor-critic weights for the longi-
tudinal and lateral motions is shown to converge, as illustrated
by Figure 2. The actor-critic weights converge in approxi-
mately 10 iterations of the inner loop of (Algorithm 4). This
reveals how the gradient descent technique succeeded in tuning
the weights towards a convergent region. The dynamics and
control input signals are shown to be asymptotically stable,
as illustrated in Figure 3. The longitudinal and lateral states
decay to zero as well as the input control angles. Figure 4
demonstrates the powerful properties of this adaptive learning
technique. It shows the evolution of the closed-loop poles
during the learning process. The algorithm quickly overpasses
the system’s sluggish modes and asymptotically stabilizes the
originally unstable modes of the aircraft. It rapidly steers the
initially unstable poles of the system towards the inside of the
unit circle (stability region) after a few learning iterations.
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal and Lateral Actor-Critic Tuning.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper introduced a novel online adaptive learning
approach that combines costate variable approximation and
policy iteration techniques to solve an optimal control problem
for dynamic systems. It is implemented in real-time using
means of adaptive critics and neural networks. This approach
does not need to know the drift dynamics of the consid-
ered systems, which makes it suitable for non-identifiable
or physically inaccessible systems. This represents a ma-
jor advantage in comparison to the classical Dual Heuristic
Dynamic Programming approaches. The proposed adaptive
learning structure is employed to solve the challenging control
problem of a flexible wing aircraft. Simulation results showed
satisfactory convergence and transient characteristics of the
proposed control scheme.
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